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Abstract
Useful tips extracted from product reviews assist customers to
take a more informed purchase decision, as well as making a bet-
ter, easier, and safer usage of the product. In this work we argue
that extracted tips should be examined based on the amount of
support and opposition they receive from all product reviews. A
classifier, developed for this purpose, determines the degree to
which a tip is supported or contradicted by a single review sen-
tence. These support-levels are then aggregated over all review
sentences, providing a global support score, and a global contradic-
tion score, reflecting the support-level of all reviews to the given
tip, thus improving the customer confidence in the tip validity. By
analyzing a large set of tips extracted from product reviews, we pro-
pose a novel taxonomy for categorizing tips as highly-supported,
highly-contradicted, controversial (supported and contradicted),
and anecdotal (neither supported nor contradicted).

CCS Concepts
• Information systems→ Information extraction.
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1 Introduction
Product reviews on e-commerce websites such as amazon.com, or
ebay.com, have been shown to play a key role in customers’ decision
process [5]. However, many popular products have hundreds, if not
thousands of reviews, making the information seeking task tedious
∗This work was done while Miriam was at Amazon.
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and time-consuming. Hence, several approaches have been investi-
gated for mining useful information from the product reviews, for
example helpful sentence detection [6], or tip extraction [10].

There have been a long line of research on tips extraction, in
domains such TripAdvisor [8, 27], restaurants [7, 27], hotels [12],
and even from a community question answering site [25]. The defi-
nition of customer tips varies across different research directions;
some works concentrate on identifying common and re-occurring
advices (e.g. [6]), while others on practical advices (e.g [8, 10]).
Aligned with prior work [10], we define a product tip as a concrete,
self-contained, often actionable, and non-obvious piece of advice.

Tip extraction methods vary from classical machine learning
(ML) approaches ([7], [8]), up to more modern transformers-based
approaches [10], predicting whether a candidate review sentence
can serve as a useful tip, hence mostly capturing the linguistic as-
pects of the sentence that makes it ’looks like’ a tip. However, it is
not clear whether a tip is anecdotal, i.e. representing one customer
point of view, whether there are many customers that actually
support, or oppose it, or whether it is controversial, i.e. it is sup-
ported and opposed simultaneously. We believe that customers
could greatly benefit when a tip is accompanied by support or
contradiction evidence, based on other customers’ experience, as
reflected in all product reviews.

In order to measure how much a tip is supported, or opposed, we
fine-tune an off-the-shelf classifier, originally trained to identify the
support-level between two text fragments, to predict the amount of
support or opposition that a given tip attains from a review sentence.
We show that the model trained on product review data outper-
forms competing models trained on general benchmark datasets.
We then aggregate the support-level of all review sentences to a
single support score, and a single contradiction score, representing
the amount of support and contradiction the tip attracts from all
product reviews. These scores can be used to rank the extracted tips,
and can be exposed to customers, strengthening their confidence in
recommended tips. In Figure 1 we present a potential product tips
widget design which incorporates the support-level per tip, and
links to concrete related reviews, in order to help customers esti-
mate the tip’s validity. Furthermore, we propose a new taxonomy
for tip classification based on the tip’s support-level, classifying
tips to highly supported (high support, low opposition), highly con-
tradicted (high opposition, low support), anecdotal (low support,
low opposition), and controversial (high support, high opposition).
To summarize, the main contributions of this work are:
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Figure 1: Product tips widget

• A learning framework that assesses the support-level that a given
tip attains from a given review sentence, and support and contra-
diction scores based on the amount of support-level it receives
across all product reviews.

• Anovel tip taxonomy based on the tip’s support and contradiction
scores.

• TipSu1 – a new manually annotated dataset with ∼10K (tip,
review sentence) pairs, labeled by support / contradiction / neu-
trality.

2 Related Work
Product tips extracted from customer reviews were introduced
by Hirsch et al. [10]. Tips are extracted from Amazon reviews,
considering each review sentence separately and labelling it as a
tip or not. Abstractive tip generation [14, 15] is a complementary
approach for tip extraction, where tips are automatically generated
from accumulated user reviews.

Extracting supportive evidence for a claim, from external re-
sources, attracted a lot of attention in the argument mining and
fact checking literature. Rinott et al. [21] detected arguments in un-
structured text (e.g. Wikipedia pages) for supporting claims raised
during a debate contest. Habernal et al. [9] predicted the convinc-
ingness of such arguments related to a certain topic. Braunstain
et al. [2] extracted passages from Wikipedia to support human an-
swers for advice-seeking questions in CQA sites. Popat et al [20]
measured the credibility of arbitrary claims by automatically find-
ing supportive sources in news and social media. Karadzhov et
al.[11] described a fully-automatic fact checking model using exter-
nal sources to confirm or reject a claim. This model was applied for
rumor detection and for fact checking of answers in CQA forums.
Mihaylova et al. [19] checked the veracity of answers to particular
CQA questions, proposing a multi-faceted model which captures
information from the answer, the author, and from external author-
itative sources of information. The SemEval-2019 task [18] focused
on predicting whether an answer to a factual question is true, false
or not a proper one. An answer is considered to be true if it can be
proven with an external resource. The detection of contradiction
in opinionated texts (such as reviews) was studied in some works
[1, 13, 24], where contradiction is usually detected by the existence
of discrepancy in opinions around the same aspect or topic.

1The dataset is freely available at https://registry.opendata.aws under the name TipSu

3 Useful Tips – Support-Level Detection
In this work we borrow the notion of product tips as introduced
in [10]. We follow their approach in order to extract tips from
reviews, create a database of labeled tips, and train a RoBERTa-
based classifier that labels each candidate sentence as a tip or not.
For more details we refer the reader to [10].

Given a product associated with a list of customer reviews, and a
tip, our goal is to measure the amount of support and contradiction
the tip receives from all reviews. Table 1 provides examples of
supporting and contradicting (tip, review sentence) pairs.

A popular approach for support-level detection [3, 23, 26] is
training a specialised ML model for this task based on annotated
data. The model classifies a pair of sentences into one of three
classes: support / contradiction / neutrality. As baselines, we trained
transformer-based classificationmodels on two benchmark datasets2.
The first model is trained on the SNLI+MultiNLI datasets3 that con-
tain together about one million manually labelled sentence pairs.
The second one is derived from the first one via 5-epoch fine-tuning
over the SICK dataset [17] which contains about 10K sentence pairs.
This fine-tuning increased the model accuracy to 90.8% from 88.8%.
The trained models are denoted by𝑚𝑁𝐿𝐼 and𝑚𝑆𝐼𝐶𝐾 respectively.
For an in depth comparison between these two datasets, we refer
the reader to [22].

The models’ ability to detect a tip’s support-level was evaluated
by randomly selecting 724 popular products and extracting 9195 tips
from these products’ reviews4. Then, for each tip and for each of the
support-level detection models (𝑚𝑁𝐿𝐼 and𝑚𝑆𝐼𝐶𝐾 ), the following
process was performed:
• We applied the Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) model5 to cre-
ate an embedding vector for each tip and for all customer review
sentences that belong to the tip’s product. Using cosine similarity
between these embedding vectors, 500 review sentences that
obtained the highest similarity score were extracted for each tip.
This step was done in order to ensure that there is some topical
relationship between the tip and the review sentences, and in
order to expedite the next steps, which rely on heavier models.

• The support-level detection model was then applied for each
(tip, review sentence) pair. The review sentence with the highest
contradiction score, and the sentence with the highest support
score, were sent to manual annotation6.

• Annotators were asked to label the support-level of each pair by
one of three labels: (a) support, (b) contradiction, or (c) neutrality.
As the annotation task is non-trivial and subjective, we collected
five annotations per pair. Only pairs labeled the same by at least
3 annotators were assigned the agreed label (equivalent to ma-
jority voting). Any other pair was assigned as neutral. In order
to assess the quality of this majority voting (Fleiss Kappa = 0.38),
we compared it to annotations performed by in-house experts.
We found agreement in 62% of the cases, in only 5% there was

2The classification models were implemented using https://huggingface.co/cross-
encoder/nli-roberta-base, and are based on the pre-trained RoBERTa model [16]. We
set the batch size to 64 and we use the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 2𝑒 − 5.
3https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/snli/, https://cims.nyu.edu/~sbowman/multinli/
4To extract the tips we used Bert-based model, following the best performing model
described in section 4.2 in [8].
5https://tfhub.dev/google/universal-sentence-encoder/4
6We used the Appen crowdsourcing service https://appen.com/ for manual annotation.
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Table 1: Examples of supporting and contradicting (tip, review sentence) pairs.

product tip review sentence relationships
Don’t fully tighten most bolts until it’s in place and
even.

They were right about ’not tightening it all up’ until
the end basically. support

Just make sure you have several inches on either
side of the doorway to accommodate the handles.

You will need about six inches of clearance on each
side of the door for it to fit. support

This is a great shirt, but you should order a size up. The shirt is true to size. contradiction

The seat fabric is textured and rough, so sitting
on the chairs for extended periods of time while
wearing shorts can cause mild irritation.

I can sit all day with no issues. contradiction

flipped label between support and contradiction, and in the rest
of the cases disagreement between a natural label to support or
contradiction.

The precision of 𝑚𝑆𝐼𝐶𝐾 was 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐@1 = 51.5% for support detec-
tion and 27% for contradiction detection.𝑚𝑁𝐿𝐼 ’s performance was
worse, with 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐@1 = 48.7% for support detection and 23.8% for
contradiction detection. Note that since not all tips have support-
ing or contradicting sentence in the customer review corpus, we
do not have an upper bound on 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐@1. Still, for the purpose of
comparison between models’ performance, this metric is viable. In
addition, based on the 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐@1 scores, we can see that at least half
of the tips have at least one supporting review sentence, and at
least quarter have at least one contradicting review sentence.

Following the annotation task we now have manually labeled
data of (tip, sentence) pairs classified each as supporting/ contradict-
ing/ neutral. From this data, we selected pairs with high annotator
agreement (at least 4 out of 5 annotators agreed on a given class).
We refer to this dataset as TipSu (Tip Support); it contains 9609
sentence pairs - 4481 supporting, 3468 neutral, and 1657 contra-
dicting. Using TipSu we fine-tuned𝑚𝑆𝐼𝐶𝐾 (the better among the
models) for 5 additional epochs, creating a model which we de-
note by𝑚𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐷 . The training process of𝑚𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐷 is the same as for
𝑚𝑆𝐼𝐶𝐾 , in terms of batch size, learning rate, etc. To assess its per-
formance and compare it with𝑚𝑆𝐼𝐶𝐾 , we repeated steps (1) and (2)
from above on a set of 400 tips, belonging to 238 products, that do
not belong to the training set of𝑚𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐷 , this time annotating the
top-5 review sentences that got highest supporting/contradicting
scores. Table 2 presents 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐@𝐾 of the two models for 𝐾 = 1, .., 5;
for the support detection task (left) and contradiction detection task
(right).

As can be seen from the table, 𝑚𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐷 greatly outperforms
𝑚𝑆𝐼𝐶𝐾 for the two tasks at all 𝐾 levels. We can also see that the
precision of contradiction detection is lower than the precision of
support detection. This could stem from either contradiction exam-
ples are being more rare, or that contradiction detection might be
just more difficult task in general (see [4] for more insight on the
reasons for this difficulty). We believe this probably stems from the
combination of the two.

Table 2: 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐@𝑘 of the models 𝑚𝑆𝐼𝐶𝐾 and 𝑚𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐷 . Left: the
support detection task. Right: the contradiction detection
task.

support contradiction
𝑘 𝑚𝑆𝐼𝐶𝐾 𝑚𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐷 𝑚𝑆𝐼𝐶𝐾 𝑚𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐷

1 49.7 56.6 30.2 36.9
2 48.3 56.6 28.4 34.6
3 46.2 55.3 27.4 33.9
4 45.1 54.6 26.8 32.6
5 44.6 54.2 25.7 32.2

4 Tip support and contradiction scores
We now take sentence-based support-level analysis one step fur-
ther, assessing the support level that a tip attains from all product
reviews. Let 𝑇𝑝 be a given tip for a product 𝑝 , and 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑝) be the
set of all review sentences of 𝑝 . We introduce 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝑇𝑝 ) and
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡 (𝑇𝑝 ) scores for a tip 𝑇𝑝 by averaging the support/ con-
tradiction scores over all review sentences:

𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝑇𝑝 ) = 1
|𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑝) |

∑
𝑠∈𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑝)𝑚𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐷 (𝑇𝑝 , 𝑠).𝑠𝑢𝑝

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡 (𝑇𝑝 ) = 1
|𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑝) |

∑
𝑠∈𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑝)𝑚𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐷 (𝑇𝑝 , 𝑠).𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟

|𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑝) | is the number of review sentences for product 𝑝 , while
𝑚𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐷 (𝑇𝑝 , 𝑠).𝑠𝑢𝑝 and𝑚𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐷 (𝑇𝑝 , 𝑠).𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟 are the support and con-
tradiction scores obtained via applying the model𝑚𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐷 on the
pair (𝑇𝑝 , 𝑠). In practice, since 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑝) might be very large for pop-
ular products, it may not be feasible to perform the calculations
involved on a large scale set of reviews. Thus, we restrict 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑝) to
include only the top 500 review sentences that achieve the highest
𝑈𝑆𝐸-similarity score with 𝑇𝑝 . Such sentences are also more likely
to be related to the tip, and hence to support or oppose it. Table 3
presents some tips with very high support score (top 1 percentile
across support scores), as well as tip with very high contradiction
score (top 1 percentile across contradiction scores).

4.1 Linguistic style differences between
supported and contradicted tips

Looking at the few examples in Table 3, we can see that tips with
high contradiction score are subjective in nature, while highly sup-
ported tips may cover common topics like heating related warnings



Table 3: Tips that belong to the top percentile of support scores (left) or contradiction scores (right)

Tips with very high support score Tips with very high contradiction score
category tip category tip
home I definitely recommend putting it in the dryer for 10

minutes after opening the sealed bag to fluff up the
pillow.

apparel Good Weight, should purchase one size smaller

kitchen It heats up quickly so don’t leave it alone for long. beauty Love, but DO NOT use these brushes while blow drying
your hair.

wireless It charges very quick, but make sure you use the
correct quick charge adapter 3.0.

kitchen Doesn’t keep things cold though so need to add ice packs

pc Recommend using provided driver installation as
Windows used a generic driver but that seemed to
work fine as well.

sports I’d suggest buying a size smaller bc they run a little big.

for kitchen products or charging for wireless products. To make a
more quantitative analysis, we investigated the textual discrepancy
between supported and contradicted tips by training two language
models; one for tips that belong to the top 5 percentile via support
score and another for tips that belong to the top 5 percentile via the
contradiction score (each one of the two sets contained 2400 tips).
Table 4 displays the most prominent terms (n-grams) in supported
and contradicted tips. These terms are those who contribute the
most to the KL divergence between the two language models. We
can see that the most prominent terms in the supported tips reflect
common imperative provisions (’make sure’, ’be careful’). However,
most prominent terms in contradicted tips deal with product size,
probably due to the high sensitivity and controversy surrounding
apparel-related tips (See Section 4.2 on the diversity of tip support-
level patterns across different product categories).

Table 4: Examples of frequent terms (n-grams) in supportive/
contradicting sentences.

Support:
’adjust’ ’measure’ ’check’
’be careful’ ’clean the’ ’be sure’
’easy to’ ’works great’ ’very easy’
’plug it’ ’remove the’ ’be careful when’
’make’ ’make sure’ ’just be sure’
Contradict:
’size’ ’order’ ’larger
’size down’ ’size up’ ’size smaller’
’your normal’ ’I recommend ordering’ ’I recommend going’
’one size’ ’same size’ ’suggest’
’smaller’ ’size larger’ ’I would recommend’

4.2 Support-level Taxonomy
We next inspect the distribution of Support and Contradict scores
over tips extracted from different product categories, as depicted
in Figure 2. We can see that there is a variety in tip support-level
among categories; the apparel category especially stands out as it
has both high support and high contradiction scores on average,
while PC has both low support and low contradiction scores.

In order to shed some light on possible explanation to this phe-
nomenon, we looked into the average tip length. Short tips may
be more simple and easier to support/contradict, while long tips
may be more specialized, hence discussing more obscure topics
which have less support and contradiction. Overall, the average tip
length is 19.9 words. Looking at the average amount of words in
tips per category, we observed that apparel are the shortest tips on
average (17 words per tip), while PC are the longest (20.7 words per
tip). PC tips also tend to be rather specific, e.g "Run the Adrenalin
software package to unpack the drivers, then cancel the installation.".
These insights could explain, at least partially, the discrepancy in
the level of support between these two categories, and the overall
high support and contradiction scores for apparel tips.

To get more insight regarding the interaction between support
and contradiction scores, we split each score range into low (bottom
20% percents), high (top 20% percents) and medium (middle 60%
percents). We create a 3-by-3 heat-map, splitting the tips according
to the cells they belong to (support-score percentile represented by
the y-coordinate, while contradiction score percentiles represented
by the x-coordinate). Figure 3 depicts the heat-map of the entire data
(left), as well as the apparel category (right). Calculating the Pearson
correlation between support and contradiction scores across 50K
tips shows a (surprising) positive correlation of 0.34. At first, this
could seem unlikely, however, it is easy to show that the sum of
support, contradiction and neutrality scores per tip is 17. Hence,
controversial tips (high support and high contradiction scores) can
be characterized by a low neutrality score. Moreover, support and
contradiction scores depend heavily on the tip’s topic. Obscure
topics will tend to have both low support and low contradiction
scores as they do not attract the attention of many customers. On
the other hand, hotly debated topics (e.g. cloth size) are expected
to attract both high support and high contradiction, as they are
essential to a large number of customers.

Motivated by Figure 3, we come-up with the following tip tax-
onomy:

• Highly supported – Tips with many supporting and almost no
contradicting sentences. 0.6% of the tips belong to this category.

7Note that ∀𝑝, ∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑝),𝑚𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐷 (𝑇𝑝 , 𝑠).𝑠𝑢𝑝 + 𝑚𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐷 (𝑇𝑝 , 𝑠).𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟 +
𝑚𝑃𝑅𝑂𝐷 (𝑇𝑝 , 𝑠).𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑡 = 1.



Figure 2: Distribution of support (top) and contradiction (bot-
tom) scores across product categories

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Heat-maps of tips support-level. (a) whole data; (b)
Apparel product category. Color map: Yellow- highly sup-
ported; Blue- anecdotal; Red- controversial; Green- highly
contradicted.

• Highly contradicted –Tipswithmany contradicting and almost
no supporting sentences. 0.34% of the tips belong to this category.

• Controversial – Tips with many supporting and many contra-
dicting sentences. 8% of the tips belong to this category.

• Anecdotal – Tips with almost no support and no contradiction
sentences. 11% of the tips belong to this category.
As can be seen in Figure 3, controversial tips are very common in

apparel, where 43% of the tips are of this type. They are often sizing-
related, e.g "Order a size bigger than what you would normally wear.".
When considering anecdotal tips, many of them are quite specific,
e.g: “If you’re serious about lifting weights you should have a set of
35s to gently add weight in 10 lb increments rather than jumping from
more common 25s to 45s on the typical lifts.”. We suspect that in many
cases, highly supported tips are quite obvious, while anecdotal tips,
even without support, might be of interest to customers since they
are less obvious and contain non-trivial information.

5 Conclusions
With the motivation to increase the customers’ confidence in prod-
uct tips, we proposed a framework for determining the support and
opposition a tip receives from other product reviews. We proposed
a taxonomy that identifies four types of tips: Highly supported,
highly contradicted, controversial, and anecdotal. We also publish
a new manually annotated dataset with 9609 (tip, review sentence)
pairs, each associated with a manually judged support-level label.

In the close future we intend to experiment with various ways
of exposing customers to extracted tips together with their support-
level scores. In addition, we plan to explore how the support-level
framework we presented may be applied for other types of product
related claims. As examples, a claim about the product’s functional-
ity, or a usage-related advice, expressed by the seller (in the product
description) or by another customer (in the product reviews or
Q&As).
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